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. . ."Linette" playin9 cards
These fine quality, linen grained, playing card' arc the
popular choice with club player.... I he lanuhar gco
metrical bad design is available in red and blue to make
playing pairs. They arc packed singly in tuck cases.
Retml pr1ce 3/3d. per pack.
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Potterton
bJridge problern

No.5
HIS IS ONE

ANSWER. Pick a P otterton boiler for
central heating . And enjoy every
hand in blissful warmth and comfort. A Potterton is effortlessly automatic. For information write to Miss
M. Meredith at 2o-30 Buckhold
Road, London S.W . 18. Or phone
her at VAN dyke 7202 •

of a series of

Potterton problems in play,
T
set by
which will

T erenre R eese,
appear each month. The answer
will be given n•ext month.
EAST

WEST

+K J

10 6 3
• Q 84
~ 9
+ A K65

+ AQ5
¥ AK8

+ KJ742
+ 8

ANSWER TO PROBLEM NO. 4

West should win with +A, discarding ¥ 10, and follow with +5 from
·dummy. If + K is held by North
he may not be able to lead a
trump without sacrificing a trick.
This play is better than Ace and a
small diamond because if a trump
is in fact played by the defence
\Vest wi ll wan t an en try to dummy
later for a heart finesse.

West plays Six Spades against the
lead of the Jack of H earts. What is
the safest line of p lay?
FURTHER PROBLElM. How can keen
bridge players devote all their
concentration to their game undistracted by chi Ills and draughts and
undisturbed by trips for fuel ?

f:»otterton Boilers
at the heart of effici e nt central h eating-oil or gas
A

~~E~IBEll

OF '1'1110:

(I)

OE I.A llU!;: CROUP

"Polterlon'' is o registt1ed trade mark
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Editorial
UNDER ORDERS

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

After some uncertainty the
British open team for Beirut will
comprise the three pairs who
finished 0 1r top in the trials:
Barbour and Swinnerton-Dyer,
Flint and Swimer, Konstam and
J. Tarlo. They will take the field
under the distinguished captaincy
of Terence Reese.

As world title holders Italy are
automatic defenders of the world
championship next winter and,
should they win in Beirut, Europe
will be represented by the runners
up. This is a factor which will
encourage the British and French
teams to exert themselves to the
maximum and a keen struggle can
be expected.

Germany has withdrawn and
the championships will therefore
end earlier, on 16th September.
Britain will have eleven opponents: Belgium, Egypt, F inland,
France, I reland, Italy, Lebanon,
Poland, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.

REINFORCEMENTS?

In the ladies' championship
there will be only six contestants:
Egypt, France, Great Britain,
Ireland, Lebanon and Sweden.
In order to fill the timetable there
will probably . be a double series
of matches, so the ladies' programme may be more arduous
than was expected. There are
rumours that a third pair may
therefore be added to the team,
which at present consists of Mrs.
Juan and Miss Shanahan, Mrs.
Durran and Mrs. Whittaker, with
Mrs. Fleming as captain. No
announcement has so far been
made to the Press and naturally
there is sp((culation as to the
method by which a third pair
might be chosen.

EVENLY MATCHED

Following a trial scheme rather
like our own, but with fewer
boards and a more dubious scoring method, France will be represented by Bacherich and Ghestem,
Desrousseau and Theron, Stetten
and Tintner.
On the surface our players
should have a reasonable chance
against a French team which does
not include the redoubtable Ja1s
and Trezel, who finished fifth in
the French trial; but no doubt
the French think in similar terms
of a British formation which lacks
Reese and Schapiro.

The six ladies teams include
most of the strong countries and
it will be a keen contest.
5

H E NEARLY MADE JT

If there were .a garla nd fo r the
player of the year it would surely
go to Dr. Roc:kfelt who, a s a
member of assorted formatio ns,
has won the G old Cup, Hubert
Phillips Bowl, Melville-Smith
Trophy, D a ily Telegra ph C up
and the National! Pairs. In Crockfords Cup his team could or.ly
finish second and doubtless it
was this fai lure: which deprived
him of a niche in Boris Schapiro's
ranking list.

METROPOLITAN CUP

T his is a n annua l summer
to urnarr.cnt fc..r teams of twelve
rer: r<;s<;nting each o f the H ome
Counties. In t he q ua lifying st~&<S
Midd lesex a nd Surrey ha ve hcadt.d
their respective sides o f the river,
a nd these tWO COUJ:tics will rlay
a three-cornered fina l with teams
re~ rese nti ng London on 2 September at 2.30.
For the " A" teams the venue
will be the Mayfair Bridge Studio.
For the " B" teams, the Mayfield
Bridge Club, St. Martin's Avenue,
Epsom.

On the tee at Demnille.
Left to right:_Rees.e, L. Tarlo, de Hemricourt of Belgium, and anunidewijied ;oueur
6

Devilment at Deauville
by TEREN C E REES E

Tl:c invitation tournament at
Deauville, organised each year by
Baron de Nexon, is primarily a
sJcial event. Good p layers arc
rationed-a circumst&nce that
assisted the British contin[ent to
win a good 5hare of the prizes.
Rixi Markus wo n the Individual,
Louis Tarlo was third, and Joel
Tarlo fifth. Lou is and I won the
co!l1bined bridge-golf event, Rixi's
team won the teams-of-four, and
in the bridge-bowling M lie. de
TemrrC:nr.nn r. nd Mme. Martin
accom r lished the feat of heading
the feld in both departrr.ents.

He referred to a hand on the
p reviott5 day when he had been
playing against n· y present ~art
ncr. She was West and the
bidding went:
SOUT!-1

WEST

2+
4+

NOR1H

EAST

INT
Dble.
3\?
Dble.
No
No
No
No
Four down.
Now Stanley
looked forward to seeing how I
would fare . This was the ( rst
C:eal:
South dealer

Love all
NOR! II

So..:\'\.rLl who r lay in the I nc!ivid u~ I ::.re not tourr.arr.c nt players
Lt &II, so this is a h2ir-raising
contl.)st in which one has little
COJ~t ro l. I recount two successive
bo:.rds from the second session.

• J 10 2
\? KJ 64
0 AQ 8
• QJ 8
EAST

W EST

• 54 3
+
\? A75 2
\?
0
0 10 4 3
~
. 4 32
S<. U'TI I
Q96
\? Q 9 8
0 J 65
+A 9 6 5

My rartner for the rot:r..d
spok<.; no English, was encas•.d
in purrlc, and t:cr [eneral asp.et
rut one in rr ir:<l of a fortur.e-tdlcr.
T] :c O)f-O..c: .t o n my ld t, playing
'" ith a n ~: w:cti vc blonde laC:y,
was ~tat.lv; ~h..rkin. Wl~en h :
saw who my partJ:(.,r was, he
whis!·cred urf_t' ntly, "That's tl:e
o::e I w<:s telling you about-you
know, the or.e v: l:o bid Fou r
Spades."

A K87
10 3
K 972
K 107

+

Merkin W[.5 West, I was South.
After(\\ o passes Madatr.e Zenobia
(imaginary name) opened Or.e
Heart. I reSJ:Onded 1NT. She
7

considered awhilte, then gave me
2NT. Knowing it was wrong, I
went on to Three.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS
META L EDGED

(As supplied by the late F. Lawes)
Now Manufactured by

+S

Merkin opened
and my
partner displayed her 14 points.
I played
0 from dummy, East
won with the ](jng and returned
a spade, won by the 9. Prospects
were moderate. 1 led a heart to
the Jack and tried the Jack of
clubs, which was not covered.
Then I played another heart,
which produced the JO and Ace.
Observe the position now:

ARBEL PRODUCTS
3, Vittoria Street, Birmingham, I

+I

winning with the King East returned a diamond. I took this
with the Jack, cashed \?9, and
crossed to OA. After \?K the
throw-in would have won nine
tricks, but East for some reason
discarded a club, so I finished with
an overtrick.

NORTH

+ J

\? K 6
0 AQ

"Your calling was perfect," I
told my partner, leaving the defenders to explain their motives
in different tongues. ·
Next came:

8

+ Q8
EAST

WEST

+ 4

+ A8

\? 7 5
0 10 4 3

\?0 K 9·7 2

West dealer
North-South vulnerable

+ K 10

+ 43

NORTH

+2

SOUTH

+ Q

\? 6 4 3
0 Q 53 2

\? 9
0 J6s

+ J 10 9 7 2
EAST
A J 7654
+ KQ9

+ A9 6

WEST

+
<y>K108
0 76
+ K5

Merkin judged rightly that if
he led a spade now his partner
would be on play after taking a
couple of spade tricks. (Actually
she can exit with a diamond, and
I make only eiight tricks). He
therefore led a diamond in the
diagram positio:n. I played the
Queen from dUJmmy, and after

\?A9 72

0

K J

+AQ63

Sounr
• 10 8 3

\? Q J 5
0 A 10 9 8 4
+ 84
8

West opened One Spade and
East responded Two Hearts. Merkin repeated his spades and was
slightly surprised to hear 4NT
on the next round. Six Spades
was reached and North led + 7.

South dealer
Game all
NORTH

+ A J 10
y> 9 53
0 Q 10 6 4
+ 954

Declarer won with the King,
took two rounds of spades, and
then attempted to cash two more
clubs. I ruffed the third round,
preventing a discard, and in time
made a diamond and a heart.

WEST

EAST

• 862
y> J864
0 8 52
• 873

+ Q97543
y> 10 2
0 93
+ QJ6

SOUTH

West's intention, of course, had
been to discard a heart on + Q.
take three rounds of hearts, and
perhaps escape the need to finesse
in diamonds. For this play, he
had to keep the third trump in
dummy as an entry. He had
failed to read Madam Zenobia's
7 of clubs as fourth best. The
travelling slip revealed that other
declarers in Six Spades or 6NT
had made the slam by the simple
expedient of taking the right view
in diamonds. "I wish I could
play with this partner all the
time," I said to Stanley as we left
the table.

+ K
y> AKQ7
0 A KJ7
+ AK102
At my table the opponents
reached Seven Diamonds. They
could have made this by doublefinessing in clubs, but it is natural
enough to draw trumps and hope
to discard a club from dummy on
the fourth heart. Then one club
can be ruffed and the other goes
away on + A. As the hearts were
4-2 the contract failed.

KAt the other table the CAB
system was in action:
SOUTH

The Teams-of-Four
The standard of play in the
team event is stronger than in the
Individual, and Mrs. Markus and
Leigh-Howard, L. Tarlo and I,
with Merkin as fifth man, had to
finish well to take the lead from
Baron de Nexon's team. This
was a slam from the second da.,y:

NORTH

Leigh-Howard Mrs. Markus
2+
2.
3y>
4y>
5+
5y>
60
6y>
No
Most of us thought that North
should have bid 3NT on the
9

second round, but in Mrs.
Markus's view this would have
promised guards in both minors.
A spade was led, and the hand
lost interest wh1::n East made the
egregious play of covering the
10 of spades with the Queen. Jf
this does not happen, declarer's
best chance is not the double
finesse in clubs, but a squeeze
which depends on the same defender controlling spades and
clubs. What is slightly unusual
is that the timin;g is established by
playing off the losing round of
trumps. Then come four rounds
of diamonds, and South needs to
find the Queen of spades in the
same hand as QJ of clubs or any
four clubs.

I was South, playing in Four
Spades against the lead of <::7 5. To
take a club ruff and play + Q from
the table is a little messy and may
lead to a trump promotion, so 1
won with <:::IK and led a spade to
the Queen. East won and returned a spade. Now there is an
elimination for an overtrick if
West has a singleton diamond
honour. After drawing the trump
I took three more rounds of
hearts, then led a small diamond
letting West hold the J(jng. Th~
same overtrick can be made by a
squeeze, but this involves taking
a view about the position of + K.

I was less successful when a
difficult defensive play was called
for.

The King of diamonds played
a part in two problems that came
my way. This was the first:

West dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

NORTH

+
\7
O
+

• J7 4 2

<v 6 3

Q6
AQ72
AJ8643
4

0 5
+ AKQJ84

EAST

W EST

• 107 4
<:::1 1965
O K
K 10 6 3 2

+

+ A9
<v
0

10 8 3
Q 109

WEST

EAST

+ AQ965
\7 A J
0 K 10 6 2
10 5

+ 8
<:::I Q10754 2

+

+ J9875

0 Q8 3

+963

SOUTII

SOUTH

+ KJ8532
<:::! K4
0 7 52
+ AQ

K 10 3
<:::! K 9 8
OAJ974
+ 72

+
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THE NETHERLAN DS BRIDGE LEAGUE
announce the

DUTCH SUMMER TOURNAMENT
This annual international Open Pairs will be held at the
Zoological Gardens, The Hague (one session each day)
on

1st and 2nd SEPTEMBER, 1962
Cash prizes I st to 20th place, and many special prizes: e.g., best
pair aged over 60, best mixed pair, etc.
Entries (20 guilders per pair) to:
Nederlandsc Bridgebond, Emmapark 9, The Hague,
by 25th August

Sitting West, I opened One
Spade. North bid Two Clubs,
South 2NT, and North 3NT. A
spade lead ran to declarer's I 0,
and a spade was returned. I won
with the Queen, my partner discarding + 3. What now?

but there was actually a way to
beat the contract. I might have
judged from partner's club discard that he had a similar honour
holding in both red suits. If
this were the Queen, then I could
beat the hand by leading the
King of diamonds. l f South held
The best thing 1 could think of off, I could take my Ace of spades
was a club, for on these hands it and put him in dummy, and if
often pays to force declarer to South won I could put partner
run his long suit before he has in with O Q for a heart lead.
cleared tricks in the other suits.
As I say, to win the team event
When I won the next spade J was a considerable struggle. " I
led a second club and we held have such a temperamental team,"
declarer to nine tricks. That Rixi was heard to remark during
was good enough to tie the board, a period of stress.
11

.

Switclhout ~0 (j)~~
stuffy air and
unpleasant
smells
with the
elega11t
new
WCBLPJl1QdhrO~ AA6j
FOR BETTER AIR CONDITIONS
VENT-AXIA LIMITED · 60 ROCHESTER ROW • LONDON • S.W.1.
TELEPHONE: VICtoria 2244
Branches at Gla~;gow, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcasl/e-upon-Tyne, Bristol
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International TrialsSecond Half
by ALBERT DORMER

there were a few riderless horses
at the finish.
Students of play found the
tournament a little disappointing;
there were not many opportunities
and some of these were missed.

The first half of the trial had
ended with Swinnerton-Dyer and
Barbour well ahead and galloping
strongly; so much so that one
expected the betting market to
collapse. But some shrewd operators advanced the theory that, as
Swinnerton-D yer had yet to meet
four of the five pairs who looked
most impressive in the parade
ring, he was likely to come back
to the field in the closing stages.
This notion appeared to receive
support when on the resumption
the leaders were immediately
tested by Konstam and lost twosix. It was, however, their only
setback in the whole tournament
and thereafter they strode away ;
had not the stewards requested
that all runners be ridden out
they would have been easing up
in the final furlong.
Flint and Swimer were clear in
second place and Konstam and J.
Tarlo emerged from the ruck on
the winning post. It was not the
most trouble-free tournament of
modern times; and with some of
the runners appearing to need the
race and other partnerships displaying a lack of togetherness

South dealer
Game all

NORTH
• 14
~ A 7 3 2
0 10 8 2
• Q 8 52
EAST
WEST
• Q 10 52
AK 97 63
~ J 94
~ K Q6
0 A9 6 3
0 J74
4 16
4 10
SouTH
8
~ 10 8 5
0 KQ5
4 A K 914 3
At three tables West played in
Four Spades after South had
opened One Club. The second
round of clubs was ruffed, trumps
were drawn and a heart went to
West's King and North's Ace.
The defender should appreciate
the danger of an endplay against
his partner and should return a

+

+

13

diamond, but only SwinnertonDyer did so.

most remote fastnesses. The bid
is now merely forcing, not based
on any particular holding in the
suit named. Tournament players
go further and say that it is not
even forcing to game and the
bidding can die if partner is hopeless; but the following hand
suggests that this is not universally
accepted.

Elsewhere a heart was lobbed
back and the contract ought then
to have been made. Declarer
could afford 01r.e diamond loser
and from his standpoint there
were two possibilities: the most
obvious, having won North's
heart return and drawn the .third
heart, was to lead a small diamond
away from dummy's Ace; this
succeeds because- and it is not
surprising on the bidding-South
holds both diamond honours and
must either lead back to the split
tenace or give aL ruff and discard.

With neither side vulnerable
West held: + AQJ3 \? AKJ8654
()- + 75 and One Club was
opened in front of him. The
correct sequence must surely be
this:
SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
Swimer FrankFlint
Rodlin
rigue
No
2()
I+
2+
No
No
2\?
3\?
No
No
No
4\?
No

Both declarers chose instead to
play Ace and another diamond, a
manoeuvre which wins if North
has ()Kx or ()Qx (if South had
these holdings he could unblock).
When Harrison-Gray and Schapiro played Pridlay and Truscott,
Priday's One Club opening was
overcalled witlh Two Spades;
North passed and East raised to
Four Spades. When declarer had
to make his decision in the play,
North had already shown five
points and was marked with + Q.
So it was swrprising that the
declarer elected to play him for a
diamond honour as well.

East held: + 92 \?Ql09 ()QJlO
863 + 86, and Four Hearts was a
spread . Take away East's useful
hearts and he bids Three Diamonds on the second round and
passes his partner's rebid of Three
Hearts. Konstam and J. Tarlo
also reached game by means of
an overcall of Two Clubs.
Other West players evidently
considered the hand too weak for
Two Clubs and preferred to enter
with a takeout double. After
East's diamond response it was
difficult to show power without

In the old d:ays an immediate
overcall in the: opponents' suit
showed no losers in that suit, but
this idea is demode except in the
14

committing the partnership to
garr.e and two pairs languished in
a part score.
There was an interesting 3NT
which could not reasonably be
made against correct defence.
W EST

EAST

+ 10 8 3

+ AJ92

~ AK7

~ 93

O KQ872
O J
+ 85
+ AQJ973
The bidding was generally on
these lines :
SOUTH

Hiron

No
No
No

W EST

NORTH

,,..

EAST

Swimer Franses Flint
No
No

10
2NT
No

I~

3NT
No
No
The 5 of hearts was led to
South's I 0 and, since the declarer
proposed to play on clubs, at some
a bles he ducked the opening
lead; the idea being to exhaust
South's hearts so that he would be
unable to clear the suit if he came
in with + K. Actually the duck is
unlikely to advance declarer's
cause, because if South won a
club trick and had no more hearts
it would be open to the defenders
to take OA, put dummy on lead
and wait for two tricks in spades.

extract North's quick entry. This
is not a good plan, for it endangers
an easy contract if North has
+ Kxx ; and on other normal
distributions the defenders may
still pin declarer in dummy and
compel him to lose two spade
tricks. At tills table the cont1 act
eventually failed by three tricks.
Swimer and Priday followed
the better course of winning the
heart and finessing clubs. When
this held they switched to the
Jack of diamonds aod needed
only three-two clubs for success.
Suppose the defenders take the
diamond and continue hearts, as
they did in practice: declarer is in
his hand and can cash one diamond and finesse clubs again;
even if South has + K all the time
the declarer still has nine tricks.
If, on the other hand, the defenders duck the Jack of diamonds
the declarer can afford to continue
clubs from dummy.
As it happened the full deal was
as follows and neither Swimer nor
Priday could overcome the bad
club break:
(See next page)

Dick Preston, who took full
advantage of defensive assistance,
was the only player to bring home
the contract. He won the second
heart, finessed clubs and played
the Jack of diamonds. North
ducked and the Ace of clubs came

Having won the second heart
one declarer played a diamond,
reckoning that he could afford to
lose a club trick to South if first
he could either steal a trick or
15

West dealer
Game all

WEST

NORTH

+ 5
~Q86542

WEST

EAST

• 10 8 3
7
OKQ872
+ 85

+ AJ 92
~ 9 3
O J
+ AQ J 973

~AK

• J 7

~-

~AK974

09765432

OAKQ
+ A 105

+ QJ 6 2

0 ·A 10
+ Kl064

EAST

+ K9

Twice the opening bid was an
Acol Two Hearts. You cannot
blame West for responding 2NT,
and East's raise to 3NT was
automatic. Spades were led and
the contract then depended only
on the King of clubs being well
placed, which it was.

SOUTH

+ KQ764
~ J 10

Six D iamonds is a much more
secure contract than 3NT. It is
made with no spade lead, or by
means of four-four hearts or the
club finesse. One must therefore
look for a flaw in the bidding and
I think it lies in East's choice of
opening bid. The sequence: Two
of a suit-2NT-3NT contains
too much guesswork and should
be avoided where possible. l n
this instance a 2NT opening is
much to be preferred.

096543
+ 2 .
next. Preston now read North as
1-6-2-4 and led a small spade
from the table. South won with
the Queen and returned the King.
The Ace won and the next trick
was taken by Preston's + I0.
Now came a srnall diamond to
the bare Ace amd the declarer
made three diamonds and two
tricks in each of the other suits.
After the fi rst spade the defenders should have taken the
Ace of diamond s and continued
with King and another club.
Declarer is on thte table and must
concede a fifth trick in spades.
The following deal was played
in 3NT and Five, Six and Seven
Diamonds. The: routes used in
scaling these heights are worth
examining.

Crown and Truscott opened
2NT and their respective partners,
Collings and Priday, leaped to ·
Six D iamonds. No purist would
ratify this bid, which could be
down in trump losers alone. As
it happens East has the sort of
hand on which, after a normal
response of Four or Five Diamonds, he would not stop short
of Six.
16

Crown, who in his partnership
with Collings is seldom haunted
by the fear that something may
have been left unbid, passed Six
Diamonds. Truscott, less inured
to holding AKQ of a suit which
is introduced at the level of Six,
raised to Seven. Gray found the
right lead and the misadventure
cost heavily in terms of victory
points.
When the last session began
Swinnerton-Dyer was sure of a
place in the sun and Flint was
odds on. Four pairs had hopes
of the remaining position and the
following hand exerted a decisive
influence. The bidding at four
tables had gone:-

East dealer
Nonh-South vulnerable
NORTH

+ K9
':}A J 6
0 632
+ 97643
W EST

EAST

+ AQ5
'V 10 8 4 2
OA JI08
+ 52

'V Q 9 3
05

• J 10 8 7 4 3

• J 10 8

SOUTH

• 62
\:} K 7 5
OKQ974
+ AKQ

West held: + AQ5 \:}I 0842
0 AJ I08 + 52 and his problem
was whether to double; pot only
to promote a diamond lead but
because it rather looked that the
contract would fail in any case.

On East's natural lead of a
spade the declarer has eight tricks
but is bound to try the heart
finesse for the contract and go
down three. T he two doubled
declarers made nine tricks after a
diamond opening and a spade
switch. The board was the more
influential because of the special
scoring method and because
Swimer was playing against Konstam and J. Tarlo.

Against the double was the argument that the enemy might have
the clubs sewn up, and that if
partner had a decent major suit
to lead it could be best to let him
do so.
Two players doubled- Swimer
and Truscott- and the full deal
turned out to be:-

Reflecting on the trials, it is no
use denying that the · first and
fourth pairs did far better than
one anticipated. Barbour is only
23 and has obvious promise but
neither he nor Fraoses had previously been numbered in the
leading ranks. But it would be
wrong to conclude that the general

SouTH

10
2NT

NoRTH

lNT
3NT

No
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scheme of the trials is unsound;
they were the same last year and I
heard no complaints then. The
main trial consisted of nearly
four times as m.any boards as the
Masters Pairs and it ought to be
a fair test. There may be private
doubts about the scoring formula
but so far as I know no one has
rationalised them.

board and to match point each
pair's score against this datum.
At one table a misboarding resulted in a hand being played with
the wrong dealer and vulnerability,
and the bidding was materially
affected. The pair who had done
well wanted an adjusted score
based on their result, while their
opponents wanted the board to
be cancelled at this table. There
were ex parte moves from pairs
at other tables who saw that their
own victory points could be
affected. Protests winged back
and forth.

The final table was:V.P.
Barbour and SwinnertonDyer
Flint and Swi:mer
Konstam and J. Tarlo
Franses and Biron
Priday and Truscott
Franklin and Rodrigue
Preston and Rockfelt
Gray and Schapiro
Gardener and L. Tarlo
Collings and Crown

52
44
39
37
36
35
32
30

In an ordinary pairs or match
the solution would have been
simple but here the scoring method
was inimical to traditional remedies. It came out, surprisingly,
that there was no provision for
appeal against the tournament
d irector's decision and for a time
Geoff. Connell must have felt
alone in the world. In future
there should be legislation.

29t
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If the result :is unexpected the
probable reason is that there were
too many unfamiliar partnerships;
apart from Flint- Swimer and
Priday-Truscott the senior players
had all formed ad hoc pairings.
There is, I know, a school which
holds that an ounce of common
sense is worth any amount of
bidding theory, but I wonder.....

Considering the general ponderousness of the trials, the attitude
to substitutes is far too cavalier.
It seems they are alJowed to play
up to one quarter of the boards
in the whole tournament; highly
illogical when one player's decision on one board can affect the
position of other pairs in the final
table. I counted that at least 140
boards were played by substitutes.

One or two small things need
consideration. The method of
scoring, it will be remembered, is
to take as a datum the average
of the three middle scores on a
J8

London and the South
by ALAN HIRON
West dealer
East-West game

The Dorin Cup
This popular annual event, run
to raise funds for the Banstead
Place Rehabilitation Centre, was
well won by a Surrey pair, A. R.
Hodges and W. D. Lowe, from
the London combinations of
Nunes and Crown, Priday and
Fox, and Mrs. Gatti and Lederer.
The proceedings were capably
run by Dudley Freshwater, the
hands were colourful, everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves and
over £70 was raised for the cause.

NORTH

+ A64
~ A63

OAK 7
+ AK65
WEST

EAST

~

~Q4

+K
0

•

• 10 9 7 53

J 10 8 7 52
Q 106
987

0
•

8 53 2
32

SOUTH

• QJ 8 2

I bad the privilege of pe rforming with our editor, with interesting but slightly mixed results.
Our preliminaries were short and,
I feel, a model for those pairs
who haggle interminably about
unlikely conventions.

~ K9

0
•

" Old-fashioned Baron ?" I suggested hopefully.

J 94
Q J 10 4

.2.

SOUTH

NORTH

2NT
6NT

3NT
No

South's decision to play in no
trumps, while reasonable at pairs
scoring, would be questionable in
a teams-of-four match where,
instead of the jump to 6NT, a bid
of Four Clubs should be preferred.
The partnership could then search
for a four-four fit which might
well produce an extra trick, and
could always sign off in 4NT. A
point worth noting is that, in a

"No," said he firmly, "Acol
according to the book."
I presumed he was referring to

The Acol System Today but later
I decided that he must have been
alluding to the yet unpublished
work Dormer Bids Two Clubs,
for that was what he kept doing.
This was the first of a number of
big hands:19

sequence of this type, a bid of
a new suit by North over South's
Four Clubs should be taken as
showing a suit, rather than as a
cue bid agreeing clubs. North
has opened Two Clubs and controls have already been implied;
if desired a club fit can best be
shown with a simple raise, suggesting slam interest.

South dealer
East-West vulnerable

Against 6NT West led IVJ and
an inspection or dummy made it
plain that J should have tried
Four Clubs as suggested above.
The South hand could take a
heart ruff in a dub contract and
Six Clubs would depend on little
more than the spade suit playing
for three tricks; 6NT on the other
hand required the spades to
behave, plus eilther a doubleton
Queen of diam•:>nds or a somewhat remote s.queeze position.
As it happened, not only did the
spade suit march miraculously to
yield four tricks but West held
the right red cards for the squeeze
to operate and thirteen tricks
rolled in.

+

Other Norths had preferred to
open with 2NT a nd their partners
had not been tempted to do more
than raise to Three; but with six
hard honour-tricks 1 think Two
Clubs was the better choice.

(b) The Baron grand slam try
(a bid of Six in the suit below the
agreed trump suit asks partner to
bid the grand slam if his trumps
are better than they migbt be). lt
seems at first that North is overbidding outrageously, but if South
has the material for a response of
Seven Spades the contract cannot

NORTH
+ KQ873

IVA KJ5

O KQ
+ A 10
WEST

EAST

• 94
•
IV 10642
IV
0 9762
0
+
K75
SouTH
J 10
IV 81 3
0 A J 10 4
862

6 52

Q9
8 53
QJ943

+A

+

One Spade, Two Spades and
2NT were opened at different
tables but my partner tried Two
Clubs and the full auction was:
SouTH
NoRTH
No

30

2+
3.

4+
4NT (a)
5NT
61V (b)
(c)
No
(a) Culbertson Four-Five No
Trump.

6+

On the next hand Dormer, still
sitting North, !had a yet wider
choice of opening bids.
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be worse than the heart finesse
and may well be very much better.
(c) Not realising that we were
playing the Baron gadget and not
being impressed with my hearts.
In Six Spades, after the lead of
+ Q, there were twelve top tricks
and a free finesse for the overtrick. But a player worth his salt
looks for something better, particularly when his rivals may be
in 6NT, and my partner fearlessly
decided to turn the screw to the
utmost. He won with the Ace of
clubs and ran all the trumps
before cashing the diamonds and
turning to the heart position.
. East, meanwhile, had appeared
entirely unconcerned with this
exertion of pressure and had
thrown an early nine of hearts
followed by a couple of clubs.
Her partner had displayed the
most acute discomfort and for his
last discard had selected the King
of clubs in order to keep three
little hearts. After this sequence
of play by the defenders the heart
fi.nesse for the overtrick appeared
very marked, but East took the
remaining tricks for two down.

H ubert Phillips Bowl, Final

Mrs. Markus (Franklin, Priday,
Rockfelt, Schapiro and Wolach)
beat Miss Shanahan (HarrisonGray, R. and J. Sharples) by
. I ,620 points in a match of swaying
fortunes. The losers went into
an early lead which after ten
boards had been jacked up to
nearly 2,000 points, materially
assisted by this number:South dealer
Game all
NORTH

• 874
<y) J 863
0 K7
Q J 42

+
WEST

+ KQ3

\?9

O AQJ852

+9 8 3

EAST

•

109

<y)K542
0 963
K 10 7 5

+

SOUTH

+ A J 652
\? A Q 10 7
0 10 4

+ A6
Mrs. Markus and Franklin
played the North-South hands in
a humdrum Two Hearts, neither
North nor East feeling bound to
contribute anything to the auction, and registered ten tricks.
The hands, however, underwent
a metamorphosis of some kind
before they reached the other
room, and became much improved

The sad thing was that the
coveted overtrick turned out to be
of no importance whatever as the
rest of the field had failed to
progress beyond Four Spades,
apart from one pair who had bid
Seven and gone down.
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all round, particularly the North
and East hands.

1.

SOUTH

3\7

WFST

20
40

2.
4\7

NORTH

EAST

30
Dble.

No
No
No
From West's point of view, his
partner seemed likely to hold
four hearts and :so a forcing game
was called for-·hence his lead of
OA. On seeing dummy however,
this strategy d:id not seem so
attractive, and (although in fact
declarer would probably have
been defeated on a diamond continuation) a ciUib switch looked
more certain, If East held four
hearts to the King or Queen then,
by playing clubs whenever he was
in, West could eventually force
South to ruff and so ensure a
trump trick for East. After this
club switch, won by dummy's
Queen, y>J w~lS run and the
declarer took a second trump
finesse before playing Ace and
another spade. Now West erred
fatally by cashimg his remaining
spade honour before pressing
home with another club and
declarer was safe for ten tricks. If
the second club had come first,
then East's trump would have
been promoted for the setting
trick.
The losers he.ld the lead until
thirty boards bad been played but
then Mrs: Markus and Dr. Rock-

felt, playing together, bid and
made two remarkable games. One
of these swings was, it seems,
fortuitous and resulted from Mrs.
Markus being presented with a
devilish problem in the bidding.
After three passes Rockfelt opened
One Club on a weak hand and
received 3NT from partner, who
had a balanced ten count. She
explained afterwards that, much
as she disliked such an unscientific
auction, the hand was so contructed that it was quite impossible to find an alternative bid.
Anyway, by dint of a blocked
position and a profoundly misconceived defence she made the
contract.
The hand illustrated a point
that I seem to recollect being discussed in the old Contract Bridge
Journal, where the lead of the
middle card from an original
holding of three to an honour in
an unbid suit against no trumps
was recommended. This would
have been beneficial here, for the
defenders' hearts were distributed
thus: West J97, East 865432, and
declarer and dummy each held
two honours. West in fact led
the 7 but the blockage should
not have mattered, for East held
an independent entry; but the
Harrison-Gray formation dancers
were somewhat out of step and
the entry was not found.
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Below we produce the July problems.

Problem No. 5 (10 points)

P roblem l':o. 1 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the
has gone:SoUTH WEST
NORTH
2<;?
1+
I+
2NT
No
3+

Match-point pairs, North - South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1+
1<;?
2+
?
South holds:+ K8764 <;?82 OK953 + QJ.
What should South bid?

bidding
BAST
No
No

?
South holds:+ KJ96 <;?K43 0182 + AJ3
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)

Problem No. 6 (20 points)

I.M. P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gooe:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1<;?
No
2+
20
?
South holds:+ KQ6 <;?AQ9642 OAQ53
What should South bid?

R ubber bridge, N orth-south vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
lNT
2+
No
(12-14)
No
20
2+
No
?
South holds:+ 10843 <;?AQS OQ3 + 9862.
(a) D o you agree with South's firstround pass?
(b) what should South do now?

P roblem No. 3 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH
1NT
No
(12-14}
No
No

P roblem No. 7 (10 points)

South holds :+ AJS <;?7 OAK63 + A9654.
(a) Do you agree with South's bid of
Three Clubs? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH WEST
NORTH BAST
10
I+
2<;?
40
No
?
South holds:+ A l04 <;?AK532 0 - + A l0965
What shouJd South bid?

Problem No. 4 (10 points)

P roblem No. 8 (10 points)

Match - point pairs, North - South
vulnerable, the bidding bas gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH BAST
10
No
1+
No
20
No
2<;?
No
?
South holds:+ IO <;?AK4 0QJ9752 + Q103.
What should South bid?

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gonc:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH BAST
No
INT
No
4NT
3+
4+
No
No
No
South holds:+ AQ1098743 <;?4 0 - + 10964
What shouJd he lead?
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Hands of the Month

f

Hubert Phillips Bowl Final
North dealer

North-South vulnerable

.• J 9 3
<:? A 10 6
0 10 6
+ A 86 5 4
+ AKQ75 2
<:? KQ75 2

• 10 6
<:? J 83
0 K 874
+ Q93 2

0+ J ICI
• 84
<:? 9 4
OA QJ 9532
+ K7
Room J :
SOUTH
WEST
Wolach

30
No
No
No
+ Sled.

NORTH

EAST

Miss
Mrs.
J. Sharpl.s
Sha11aha11
Markus

40
50
60
No
JO tricks.

No
No
4NT
No
No
6+
No
6~
No
100 toN-S.

Room 2 :
SOUTH
WEST
/Iarrison..
Gray

30
No
No

Priday

D ble.
4~

NORTH

EAST

R. Sharplts
S chapiro

No
No
No

No
3~

No

OA led. 10 tricks. 420 to E-W.

Room 1. There is a school which reckons that, after an enemy Three opening,
two-suited hands are best shown by a bid of the enemy suit and th ree-sui ted hands
by a conventional takeout request, such as the Lower Minor.
On that basis M iss Shanahan's Four Diamond bid was well chosen but East, if
he reads her for a two-suited hand, should I think respond Four Hearts rather than
Five Clubs. And, a1lthough the partnership was already out of its depth by this time,
he should have inferred from the Five Diamond bid that West had little interest
in the club suit.
Room 2. In this room East and West were playing Double for a takeout but I
would still be very nervous of doubling on such a distributional hand as Priday's;
if partner passes fo:r penalties the outcome is quite likely to be disastrous.
Schapiro chose vvell in bidding Three Hearts but h.ad he bid 3NT or Four Clubs
instead Priday would doubtless have continued with Four Diamonds, insisting on
a major-suit contract.
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by Ronald Crown

Middlesex v. Essex
East dealer

Both sides vulnerable

+ AKQ 10
~

0

9 7 54
10 7 52

+7
• J876

• 9 53

~K2

~Q6

OAKJ86
+ 54

0 Q3
+ KQJ986
• 42
~A

J 10 8 3
94
+ A 10 3 2

0

Middlesex N-S
SOUTH
J. Sharplts

I I\?
No
No

WEST
Bntcht/or

20
Dble.

Essex N-S
N ORTH
R . S harplt s

41\?
No

EAST

SOUTH

WEST

Parsli/Je

Burtt

Harrison·

I+
No
No

No
Dble.
I I\?
41\?
No
No
Dble.
No
Dble.
No
No
50
No
No
1\?4 led. 7 tricks. 1,100 toN-S.

O A led. JO tricks. 790 toN-S.

SOUTH

WEST

Swinnl!rton-

Dytr

II\?
No
No

Jones

J+
Dble.
No

NORTH

EAST

Miss
Shanalra11 R omain

31\?
No
No

1\?4 led. 5 tricks. 400 toN-S.

J+
No
3+

Gray

NORTH
Bowmtm

EAST
Rose

s+

SoUTH
BurroKrs

WEST

N ORTH
Grant

Sm~rdon

E AST
Mlsi Bishop

I+
No
No
10
2+
No
2NT
No
No
No
+A led. 6 tricks. 200 toN-S.

This was a twelve-a-side match in the qualifying round of the Metro politan Cup.
(At the remaining two tables the results cancelled out- 200 to N-S in each case.)
The players complained of a " death-trap" but a study of the auctions shows that
losses were invariably due to bidding without the qualifications. Jn a cautious
school the deal might have been thrown in all round the room.
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E.B.U. 1Master Points Register
Master Points Secretary:
F. 0. Bingham, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.l6
PROMOTIONS
To "One Star " Master : J . Kennedy (Warwickshire); D. H. Seddon (Kent);
A. E. Wardman (Berks. and Bucks.).
To Master: Mrs. JR. C. Barrow (Berks. and Bucks.); D. V. Booker (Oxfordshire);
J. Cansino (M iddles•ex); B. Goldenfield (North-Western); Miss D. Haslam (Southern
Counties); G. G. Hill (Yorkshire); F. C. Hobden (Surrey); Mrs. H. S. H ommers
(Staffordshire); G. H. Jackson (Kent); Mrs. M. Krauth (Surrey); D. J. Lockyer
(Gioucestershire); Mrs. J. Milligan (Northern Ireland); J. W. Tait (Middlesex);
J . E. Taylor (Hertfordshire).
LEADING SCORES
· Life Masters: R. Sharples (701); J. Sharples (700); M. H arrison-Gray (680);
Mrs. P. Gordon (565); A. Rose (499); B. Schapiro (499); J. Nunes (480); Dr. M.
Rockfelt (471); E. J. Spurway (453); Mrs. R. Markus (438); P. F. Spurway (418);
S. Booker (416); D. C. R imington (401); M. Wolach (398); R. A. Priday (391);
Dr. S. Lee (379)~ J. Hochwald (376); M. J. Flint (370); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (368);
L. Tarlo (364); R. Swimer (358); C. Rodrigue (357); A. Finlay (355); I. Manning
(353); Mrs. M. Old1royd (353); Miss D. Shanahan (346); F. North (335); J. T. Reese
(324); F. Farrington (323); A. F. Truscott (323); G. Griffiths (315); B. H . Franks
(314); J . Lazarus (307); K. W. Konstam (306).

RESULT OF JULY COMPETITION
This was a high--scoring month with the lead problem claiming most victims.
Many solvers who chose a club lead selected the ten, which is inferior to a small
card. The ten may cost a trick if North has a singleton or doubleton honour.
Congratulations to Mr. Reitsema and Mr. Salvadores on their win. Home
solvers had better look to their laurels. In recent months some of the valuable
prize money has found its way to Denmark, Sweden, H olland, Spain, U.S.A. and
the Middle East.
Winners, equal :
Max. 100
K. T. REJTSEMA, Tuinbouwstr. 6A, Groningen, Holland
91
J. M. SALVADORF.S, M. Pedrayes 9, Oviedo, Spain
91
Third:
J. HIBBERT, 15 Camellia Place, Twickenham, Middx.
89
Other leading scores: J. E. TAYLOR, 88; J. MASH, 87; J. D. SoLOMON and J. T.
CHAPMAN, 86; J. E. GORDON, J. K. PATES, R. M. SHEEHAN and P. VAN WEEREN, 85;
R. A. MACLEOD, antd J. K. KRoez, 84; I. G. SMtTH, 83.
J une Competition
A score of 92 was recorded by Jeff Rubens of New York in an entry which was
too late for inclusion in the last issue. He has been credited with his prize money
without affecting the other winners. Another good score was recorded by S. H.
Stephens, U.S.A., with 80.
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Under the Microscope
bv HAROLD FRANKLIN

tion was not an impressive one.
East neither gave a picture of his
hand nor provided his partner
with the space to describe his own
more fully. A simple bid of
Three Hearts over Three Diamonds permits a more natural
development: West bids Four
Diamonds and East, having established that no Ace is missing,
knows that grand slam prospects
are likely to depend on no more
than his partner holding KQ of
hearts.
At the other table the brothers
Sharples conducted an auction
which was more informative but
less effective:

British teams have been at so
much of a disadvantage in the
slam department in international
competition as to justify the
closest study of our leading performers at work. With no further
introduction therefore I propose
to put under the microscope all
the slam hands from the Gold Cup
final in which M. Harrison-Gray
defeated P. F. Spurway and to see
what lessons, if any, can be
extracted.
Board 1 set the match alight
when East-West were dealt the
following hands :
South dealer
Love all
WEST

EAST

+ AJ

+ KQ53

~Q10753

~ AJ86

WEST

WEST

1~

2+

30

4NT
5NT
No

50

O KQ1087
OA4
. 9
. A65
The Bridgearama audience
heard Richardson and Griffiths
bid as follows:

EAST

I~

7~

Once again it appears that
East might have been well advised
to bid no more than Three Hearts
over Three Diamonds. West's
final decision raised an interesting
point. The bid of 5NT was conventional, showing three Aces
and a King. Apparently the bid
should only be made when the
King is a vital one, and in West's
view East was likely to make the

EAST

3.

30

4NT
50
6~
No
Since the heart finesse was
wrong this proved to be the
optimum contract, but the auc27

bid only if the King was in one
of his suits.

North was dealer and both sides
were vulnerable.

A possible sequence, assuming
the use of Blackwood:WEST

East's first problem is the
choice of opening bid. Nothing
is ideal but, because J would not
know how to face the problems of
the subsequent auction after a n
opening bid of One, my own
choice would be Two Clubs.
Griffiths, who was faced with the
problem, preferred One Heart:
South bid Four Spades, and after
two passes the ball was back in
his court. He could do no better
than double and West kept his
head well by passing, for a large
number of hearts would have been
fatal. After a heart lead the
declarer was able to escape for
one down.

EAST

I~

2.

30

3~

40

4NT

50

6+
No
East's bid of Six Clubs, in
accordance with modern practice,
invites partner to bid the grand
slam if his trumps are better than
already advertised. With KQxxx
he would cert21inly do so- and,
equally certain'ly, on the above
auction he woulld be able to judge
that CVK was missing.

6CV

*

*

*

Even away from the table there
is no easy solution to the next
one:-

The Sharples brothers almost
scaled the pinnacle. J. Sharples
opened 2NT and South, Needham, bid only Three Spades.
West bid Four Clubs, a surprising
venture with only three high card
points, and East even more surprisingly bid a simple Five Clubs .
One might have thought, from
East's seat, that partner was
unlikely to hold less than an Ace
and a Queen, which should be
enough for Six Clubs. Of course,
a heart lead defeats the quite
excellent slam, but in practice
twelve tricks were made after a
spade lead.

NORTH

• 53
~A8 754

0 9 8 53

+95
WEST

.A
EAST

• 10 9 7

CVQ963

0-

+ J 10 8 4 3 2

CV K J 10 2
0 K J 10 6
+ AKQ6

SOU TI-l

. KQJ8642
~
O AQ742

+7
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Even the Roman system would
not necessarily find the right
answer. East would open Two
Diamonds, showing a powerful
hand with 4-4--4-1 or 5-4-4-0,
and South's likely bid of Four
Spades would silence the next two
players. East would continue
with either 4NT or a double, but
in either event West could hardly
progress beyond Five Clubs.

*

•

•

Poor judgment on the next
hand led to an impossible slam.
Partner opens a 12 to J 4 no
trump and you hold: + AQ98
\?AKQ97 0105 + 62. Whither
now? There is only one holding
which will make the slam a
certainty-AK and A in the
minors, plus the Ki ng of spades.
True, there are a number of hands
on which there might be a play
for a slam-but there are also
many good hands which would
offer no play; so one should settle
for the game. Thus Topley
judged it, and bid a simple Four
Hearts. Rockfelt over-valued the
hand and bid Five Hearts; his
partner, Gray, held: + K7 \?J 1043
OA82 + KQ103, a hand as rich
in controls as partner could
expect, and therefore full value
for the bid of Six Hearts. A
diamond lead left no hope for the
contract, apart from + J 10 falling.

•

*

To avoid the next trap would
need very subtle machinery.
W EST

EAST

+ A 9 53
\?A K2
OA Q62
+ KQ

+ K 10 7
\? QJ987
OK73
. A3

The 3-3 dia'mond break which
would make thirteen tricks certain
is no more than a 36 per cent
chance and most players would
prefer to stay in Six, even allowing
for the additional possibilities of
finding + QJ alone, or four spades
and four diamonds in the same
hand. But how to avoid the grand
slam? The combined values arc
such that one cannot reasonably
stop short unless there is some
way of determining the club
duplication. Any suggestions?
Gray closed his eyes and bid
Seven with the East hand after it
had become apparent that his
partner was on a different wavelength.
WEST

2NT
4NT
6+

EAST

4+
5+
7NT

Four Clubs was Gerber, inviting partner to show his Aces, and
with 4NT he duly showed three.
Five Clubs was intended as a
request for Kings, but was apparently interpreted in some other
way. But clearly, had West shown

•
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two Kings East would have been
the more confirmed in the decision
he actually took.

Seven, but at the other table the
Blackwood 5NTwould have made
it possible for West to count
thirteen tricks. Of course, playing
Culbertson a 4NT bid by East
would be equally and more
speedily effective.

At the other table John Spurway and Tapley bid:
WEST

EAST

3.

2NT

3(\?
"4+
5+
50
6+
6(\?
7<\?
No
While it is true that West had
a chance of suspecting danger in
the spade department, in effect
they bid Seven on values and
were wrong only in the event to
do so.

*

*

*

EAST

+ KQJ7
<y) QJ854
0 KJ 10
+ A

+ A 10 6 53
<\?A 10
0 A9
• Q762

*
EAST

A9 8
<\?K Q5
OKQ
+ AQ973

• 742
<y:>A93
OA7653
+ K2

+

6NT, requiring a favourable
break in one minor suit, is a
worthwhile contract. West has
no easy choice of opening bid,
and when that is so it is generally
correct to choose the bid which
will cause least embarrassment
in the subsequent auction. That,
presumably, was in Gray's mind
when he opened 2NT; they got to
6NT and the club suit broke.

*

WEST

*

WEST

West bid One Heart, East
responded One Spade and West
bid Four Spades. J. Sharples
went immediately to Six Spades
with the East hand, and Griffiths
did so after inquiring about Aces
and Kings by way of Blackwood.
So both were in the correct contract, but suppose that the West
hand had been: + KQJx \/KQJxx
OJIOx + A.
Sharples, immediate raise to
Six Spades wc•uld hardly have
induced West to bid the laydown

At the other table Needham
opened One Club and when his
partner responded One Diamond
the only available rebid was 3NT.
East, Paul Spurway, passed for a
losing board. Since a balanced
nineteen-count is t~e minimum
for a rebid of 3NT, East might
have tried a quantitative raise to
Four; or is a better answer to
open 2NT on the West hand, as
Gray did?

*
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*

*

Griffiths and Richardson were
next to reach the target, with a
slam against an opening bid:West dealer
Love all
NORTH

+ KQ9

TERENCE REESE

V' 10 5 3 2
0 K8 7 5

"Easily the best book yet published for anyone wishing to
Jearn how to play."-DATLY
TELEGRAPH. "If you've never
played bridge before, tbis is
your book. If your are an average player, this is still your
book."-SPOR11NO LIPB.
15/-

+ J4
WEST

EAST

• J 10 8 5
V' 8 4
0 J 10 9
• 10 9 8 6

•

Learn Bridge
with Reese

7 6 42
\?K QJ76

06
+ A32

FABER & FABER

SOUTH

24 Russell Square, WCJ
+ A3
V' A 9
OAQ432
+ KQ7 5
Both teams were perhaps fortuBoth Gray and Griffiths
nate
to be out of an excellent
doubled East's opening bid of
slam
which might have been
One Heart, and both Rockfelt
and Richardson responded INT defeated:
EAST '
with the North hand. Griffiths WEST
• Q864
continued with a jump to Three + A K 102
\?AJ96
Diamonds and when his partner <v 0 AK2
raised to Five he bid the sixth. 0 J 9 7 6
+ Q7
Gray contented himself with rais- + KJI054
ing !NT to Three, conscious, no
When Topley and E. J. Spurway
doubt, of the possibility that no were East and West, their Baron
game beyond 3NT was necessarily methods seemed ideally suited to
safe. And swayed by the further the occasion :
consideration that if partner's
WEST
EAST
heart guard were tenuous he
I+
2NT
might not have an easy bid over
30
3\?
Three Diamonds. In fact partner
3+
?
had just the right hand.
2NT was forcing and showed
* * *
a balanced 16-19. South doubled
31

East's bid of Three Hearts, and
when West completed the picture
of a three-suited hand East might
well have judg~:d that he had
exactly the right cards and gone
all the way himself. I nstead of
which he did no more than raise
to F our Spades, and there the
matter ended, with judgment,
rather than meth•:>d, the weakness.
At the other table neither player
could tell that th,e hands fitted so
well and the comtract was again
Four Spades.
This is yet another hand on
whjch the I talians would doubtless
have scored with the Roman
system. An opening bid of Two
Clubs by West would show a
minimum hand with 5-4-4-0 or
4-4-4-1, and would have left
room to discove:r the full extent
of the fit.

*

••

+ A2

+ KQ

~

~

+ 3

() 10 6 2
+ A7

A J3
() A K J 8 5 4 3·

*

*

*

Griffiths and Richardson dissipated the profit on this effort:NoRTH

+ AQ 8 2

~A9762

()A l074

+WEST ·

EAST

• 643
~ J 54
() K862
J 52

• 975
~

() Q J 93
+ AK I0 873

SOUTH

G riffiths and Richardson were
again in the money here:EAST

Gray bid Four Clubs over
West's bid of Three Hearts and
subsequently jumped to Six
Hearts. West must have appreciated that Seven had an excellent
chance but he passed.

+

*

WEST

hearts were as good as AQx there
would be enough tricks in the
red suits, and at worst the contract
was likely to depend on a heart
position. 7NT was made.

+ K J 10

~

K Q 10 8 3
() 5

+

Q 9 64
For the winning
auction was:-

K 10 9 7 4 2

With West dealer the auction
in both rooms began: 2()-2~3~.

SouTH

NORTH

HarrisonGray

Rockfelt

I(J

Griffiths immediately launched
into Blackwood, with the East
hand and bid 7NT when the
Aces were loca1ted. I f partner's

3+
4+
No
32

team

the

Richardson and Griffiths followed the same course until tt}e
last bid, when over Four Spades
Richardson jumped to Six Spades.
P ossibly he imagined that his
partner was 4-4 in the majors and
that the long heart in his own
hand might provide a discard;
certainly it was eccentric to refuse
direct support of hearts.
The Asking Bid addicts maY
find an easy path to the grand
slam, an excellent contract. Even
without such aid, a bid of Four
H earts over Four Diamonds might
have encouraged North.

*

*

*

On the very next board both
teams did well to bid a grand slam
on values:WEST
EAST
• K 10 8 5
• A QJ
<\,)4
<\,)AQlO
() Q 9
() A!( 10 4
+ 987
+ AKQJ42
John Spurway opened One
Club with the West band, and
when his partner bid an immediate 6NT he quite rightly raised
to Seven. At the other table the
brothers Sharples had to contend
with intervention:NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
2<\,)
1<\/
I+
4NT
No
No
2.
6NT
No
No
6+
7NT
No
No
7+

*

*

Needham and Paul Spurway
had their wires crossed on this
number:EAST
• K 1 10 8 6 2
<\,)Q92

WEST
. Q9
<\,)A7654

OAK

()8

+ A J 32

• Q 104

WEST

1<\/
2NT
3NT
6+
East, Needham, quite misled
his partner with his bid of Three
Clubs. It is true that the bid does
not guarantee a club suit and may
be an effort to make partner
choos.e between spades and no
trumps. (Three Spades would be
a sign-off, and there has to be
some bid which says "I am prepared to play in one game or
other, but would prefer the suit.")
But when East removed to spades
over 3NT his partner was convinced that he had a good hand
with six spades and four clubs.
Why else should he not bid an
immediate Four Spades over
2NT ? Why, indeed.
Clubs were 3- 3 with the King
well placed, but South Jed a
heart and North had the King.
Justice was weJI served.

*

*
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*

*

T he final effort was on board
98, when the match was already
decided. Your partner opens 2NT
and you hold:
+ AQ96543
CVQ1074 0 - •fitA5.
You may reasonably assume
that partner hollds the two black
Kings, but for Seven he needs
either <y:>AK, or cy.>A OAK + KQ,
or the two red Aces and + KQJx.
Topley closed :his eyes and bid
Seven Spade~ . J im Sharples bid
T hree Clubs, and when his partner
responded T hree Diamonds, he
went Six Spades.
T here is one ingenious way of
locating CV AK , and that is an
immediate response of Th ree

Hearts. If partner raises to Four
Hearts, or makes any cue bid
accepting hearts as trumps, then
the responder should bid 5NT, a
grand slam force asking for two
of the top honours. Later he
converts to spades. As it happened, partner held very much the
right
hand:
+ KlO cy.>AKJ
O KJ103 + KQ64.
Looking back on these slams
in the Gold Cup, you may perhaps
share my conclusion that the
errors were seldom due to inadequate bidding machinery; rather
to strange lapses of judgment at a
high level, from players whose
sound judgment is normally a
bye-word. G old Cup nerves?

C>ne Hundred Up
.

Conducted by ALAN T R USCOTT

August Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, t:he votes of the panel.
The followiing prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:-

FIRST PRIZE

SECOND AND THIRD PRIZES

Two Guineas.
One Guinea.
Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B. W. are eligible
for prizes.

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Stree1t, London, W.l , to arrive not later than first post on
September 1. S ome latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. S ( 10 points)
Match - point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:-

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH

WEST

N ORTH

EAST

SouTH

WEsT

1+
INT

?
South holds:+ AQJ964 CVAKQ6 0 85 + 3.
What should South bid?

WEST

NoRTH

1+
2+

No
No

2CV

t+

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game a ll, the
bidding has gone:-

EAST

SouTH

No

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:WEST
No

NORTH

SouTH

2CV

N ORTH

EAST

WEST
No

N ORTH

WEST

2+

No

?
South holds:+ 95 CVAKQJ105 O KS + AQJ.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 4 (JO points)
Rubber bridge, love a ll and both
sides have a 60 part-score, the bidding
has gone:WEST

NORTH

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:-

No

?
South holds:+ AQ105 CV0 K74 + AKQJ43.
(a) Do you agree with South's opening bid of One Club? If not, what
alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

SoUTH

WEST

No
No
No
No
I+
No
3NT
No
2CV
?
South holds:+K83 CVAJ10982 0765 + 7.
(a) Do you agree with South's response of Two Hearts?
(b) What should South bid now?

No

South holds:+ Q CV KJ2 0 K7 + KQ109532.
What should South bid ?

t+
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South holds:+ K1053 CVJ9 0 10532 + KQ7.
What should South bid?

?

SouTH

EAST

I+
No

'!

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber blidge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH

N ORTH

tv>

P roblem No. 8 (JO points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH

WEST

N ORTH

EAST

No
No

3NT

No

No

!NT

EAST

No
I+
DbI.
2 CV
?
South holds:'t>A72 CV986 OA95 4-10987.
What should South bid?

South holds:+ KI0874 CVQ72 O AJ7
What should South lead '?
35

~Q8.

You Say

• • •

Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, L-ondon, W.l
With reference to the hand on
page 10 of the Jluly B.B.W. Your
correspondent is surely mistaken
when he claims that all turned on
the opening lead.
Mter a trump opening, South
makes the contract without difficulty by a simplle coup en passant,
the play beginning: spade Ace,
club Ace, club ruff, heart Ace,
heart King, folllowed by a crossruff. East ~anuot afford to discard a diamond, or South's suit
is established.
I. G. SMITH,
Twyford, Rants.
Yes·, the hand can be made in
that way.

*

*

gaily to a grand slam in no
trumps missing an Ace- all this
in a world championship match
six months ago; but of course he
was rated as an "erratic and
undisciplined bidder" so that
explains it. The same old warhorse must share some of the
responsibility in the partnership
misunderstanding which resulted
in the Italians playing Three Clubs
doubled and making twelve tricks,
but your contributor still prefers
him "on my side rather than
against me." I wonder if the
Italians share his view.
Then Mr. 93 per cent. Didn't I
hear something about a I ,400
penalty a few weeks ago in the
International Trials? An error
of judgment perhaps, but very
expensive; as also was the contract
of Six Hearts doubled, one off.
As he was playing with Mr.
Schapiro at the time, his rating
must surely have gone down a
few points!
Remember the Gold Cup finals
last June? No one would say that
this years' quarter-finalists were
the ·eight best teams in Britain,
but between them they had disposed of most of the top name·s

*

After reading that flight of
fancy entitled "Knights of the
Square Table" in your July issue,
I feel I must str.ike a blow for the
younger tournament players in
this country, who, according to
your contributor, lack both the
savoir fa ire of the French and the
"know-how" of the Americans.
Firstly, with regard to those extremely high percentages which
Schapiro dished out like water
biscuits some eleven years ago: I
notice that Mr.. 91 per cent bia
36

in British bridge. Where were
Reese, Schapiro, Konstam, Gardener, Rose, Nunes, Flint, Swimer,
Franklin, Rodrigue, etc.? We
know what happened to Mr. 98
per cent: after 48 boards against
a team of virtual unknowns, he
and his celebrated team mates
suddenly found they had no
further interest in the Gold Cup.

THE AMERICAN
BRIDGE WORLD
Subscription•
for One Year · £l 6 0
Two Years • • 0 IS 0

True, a team of rabbits can
beat a team of experts in a short
match, but nowadays it seems to
be becoming a common occurence. The truth of the matter is
that either the experts aren't as
good as they think or the rabbits
aren't rabbits any more. 1 think
the latter is nearer the mark.

Sole Arent in Great Britain :

Mn. RiD Ma.rkue
S Buil MaiUiione, B..U Street. S.W.3

If you want to take more recent
form Konstam,for example, doesn't
seem to be doing too badly. In
these last two years he has qualified
by performance for the European
Championships, and with different
partners.

I believe I could produce a
dozen pairs from the younger set
who could give the "over fifties"
a good match were it possible to
arrange such a contest. Of course
Mr. Schapiro would probably
have never beard of half of them.
But wouldn't that make it more
interesting?
J. W. TArT (Mr. 2! per cent),
London, N.W.4.

You comment elsewhere in your
letter about young Barbour's good
performance in the Trials. Quite
true- and it was open to any other
player with 150 master points to do
the same.

Let us see whether the overThe fact remains that four of the
five players in Schapiro's original fifties will accept the challenge in
ranking list were subsequently (with your last paragraph. if you sucPavlides and Schapiro himself) the ceed in gelling them into the ring,
first to win the World Champion- the B.B. W. will gladly provide a
ship for Europe. So Schapiro can't middle-aged and impartial rebe as poor a judge as you make out. poru1r.
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C)ne Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT •
July solutions: If you did not enter for the July competition, try your hand
at the problems on page 23 before reading how the experts voted.

The panel for tlhe July competition
consisted of the fo!Jowing thirteen
experts: M. Buckley, E. Crowhurst, A.
Dormer, G. C. H. Fox, J. Nunes, J.
Pugh, J. T. Reese, C. Rodrigue, R.
Sharples ·and N. S. L. Smart, all of
London and the Home Counties; C. E.
Phillips of Cheshire; P. SwinnertonDyer of Cambridg;e; and J. Besse of
Rome.

RoDRIGUE: "No Bid. I hardly want
partner to contest wit h Three Hearts
thinking I've got something, when all I
can produce is a doubleton trump and
probably one working King."
R EESE: "No Bid. lt is foolish to press
when (a) partner has another chance,
and (b) he will be able to judge that you
have bits."
BucKLEY: "Even if the opponents
are allowed to play Two Clubs, that
will not net them a score to make the
joy-bells ring."
Whether South wanted to jack the
opponents into a higher contract
attracted differing views.
DORMER: "No Bid. A holding of
Queen-Jack bare in the enemy suit does
not usually favour pushing tactics, for
it means that the suit is breaking well
for them."
PUGH: "No Bid. The cards are
probably lying well for the opponents,
and we must not goad them into a
contract which left to themselves they
will probably not reach."
SMART: "No Bid. We do not want
to encourage a heart lead if the opponents subside in some number of clubs.
We should not in any case try to frighten
them out of no trumps. Our silence
may tempt West to some folly."
Sharples and Phillips also stressed the
danger of getting too high by bidding
Two Hearts, and this is the most
important of the numerous arguments ·
for maintaining a discreet silence.

P roblem No. 1 (10 points)
Match - point pairs, North - South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1+
1<::/
2+
?
South holds:+ K8764 <::/82 0K953 + QJ.
What should South bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Two Hearts, 4.
The panel's vote: 1 1 for No Bid; 2 for
Two Hearts (Crowhurst and Fox).
The spokesman for action:
CROWHURST: " Two Hearts. I am
clearly worth some sort of competitive
effort here, but my spades are not good
enough to introduc•e at the two-level: in
my book, a suit rt~ponse to a simple
overcall should only be made in a suit
well worth an oven:all in its own right.
I must therefore relly on partner having
a good heart suit for his vulnerable
overcall, and my Ollltside goodies should
be enough for him to make eight
tricks."
The arguments :against action were
many and various.
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Problem No. 2 (10 points)
l.M. P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH
EAST
J<v
No
2+ .
20

than we have at present."
One more optimistic panelist did not
even consider the double:
SHARPLES: "Two Spades. With the
diamond Queen promoted this hand has
possibilities, but it would be qu ite easy
to finish up in the wrong contract. The
decisive bid is partner's next, and Two
Spades, which I play as forcing, should
make this easy for him. If he insists on
a spade contract it should be quite
playable."
After a brief look at the alternatives,
this was supported by:
Fox: "Two Spades. A doub le may
not bring in an adequate penalty.
Three Hearts is an alternative, but might
suggest a different type of hand and a
better suit. Two Spades should evoke
some further bid from N orth."
Although the heart suit is on the
feeble side for a heart jump, this may
not matter:
DORMER: "Three Hearts. A sound
hand for the bid in spite of the void in
partner's suit. It is likely that we can
afford two trump losers and the Ace of
spades and still make game."
This was supported by Phi lli ps, who
noted that the lack of a clu b lead was
against a double. Crowhurst latched
on to that point:
CROWHURST: ' 'Three Hearts. My
suit is not as good as I would like but
no alternat ive attracts. No trumps
could be awkward in view of the lack
of comings and goings between the two
hands, and a double, while possibly
being our last chance of collecting a
plus score, could be a mistake at this
vulnerability; particularly as I can't
lead my partner's suit- in fact , in my
copy of the maga~ine 1 haven't even got
a
sign I can sling across the table."
N or, unfortunately, had my original
typescript. T he printers arc acquitted
wit hout a stain on their overalls.

?
South holds:+ KQ6 <vAQ9642 O AQ53.
What should South bid 1
Answer: Double, 10; Three Hearts, 7;
Two Spades, 6.
The panel's vole: 6 for Double; 4 for
Three Hearts (Buckley, Crowburst,
D ormer and Phillips): 3 for Two Spades
(Fox, Nunes and Sharples).
There might have been some different
answers to this at different scoring.
R EESE: " Double. At match-points,
where it may be necessary to obtain
700, this is an unpleasant decision, but at
I.M .P. one cannot spurn the likely 300
to 500 when other prospects are uncertain."
SMART: " Double. I am well aware
o( the vulnerability, and also that
partner may not be able to stick the
double. That does not seem to be a
reason for not making it though."
The possibility of the double being
removed is not unattractive.
BessE: " Double. With the hope that
North will be in a position to take it
out. But the alternatives are not
attractive either."
PuGH: " Double. Partner will probably remove (I don't expect him to pass
if he has a heart tit or a shortage of
diamonds), when we shall be able to
judge the best contract."
SWINNERTON-DYER: ''Double. Too
obvious to be a good bid. (Note the
individualist Cambridge mentality. A.T.)
but J can see nothing else. Partner can
be short of hearts, in which case a small
plus is all we can hope for. Jf he takes
the double out, we sha ll have some idea
of where to go next- which is more

+
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were playing with:
PuGH: "Prefer Double. Meaning I
would have doubled INT. 2NT would
be for a take-out including hearts, or
at least not discommoded by a heart
response."
With my well-~own pedantry I cannot resist pointing out that my dictionary
only gives "discommodity."
PHILLIPS: " Prefer 2NT. This must be
'unusual,' since with a good all-round
hand we would double."
But:
BucKLEY: "Prefer Double. Playing
with an educated cove like North, this
double bas strong penalty overtones
and is obviously better. 2NT is not
available as an unusual no-trump, even
if one wanted it, since it is now needed
as the general take-out bid."
This gives three possible interpretations of 2NT; natural, take-out, and
unusual. Not to mention the Reese
theory that as it might mean anythitig
it is better not to bid it-a sounder
attitude.at the table than in' 100 Up.
As the situation is not uncommon,
solvers, not to mention panelists, are
urged to sort it out with their partners.
If pressed, I would admit to belonging
in the take-out camp.
The doublers mainly held the view
that they were indicating a hand which
would have doubled !NT if it had had
the chance.
Answer to (b): 3NT, 10; Four Hearts,
8; No Bid, 6; Three Spades, 4.
The panel's vote: 5 for 3NT; 4 for
Four Heart§ (Besse, Crowhurst, Fox
and Dormer); 3 for No Bid (Buckley,
Pugh and Swinnerton-Dyer); 1 for
Three Spades (Rodrigue).
As might be expected, some of the
panelists who objected to South's
previous bid were gloomy and irritable at
this stage.

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
!.M.P. scoring, love aU, the bidding
has gone:NORTH
SouTH
WEST
JNT
No
(12-14)
No
No
3\?
?
South holds:+ AJ5 \?7 OAK63 + A9654.
(a) Do you agree: with South's bid of
Three Clubs? If no1t, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?
Answer to (a): Prefer Double, 10;
Prefer 2NT, 6; AgDee with Three Clubs,
3.
The panel's vote: 8 for Double; 4 for
2NT (Besse, Philllips, Rodrigue and
Swinnerton-Dyer); 1 for Three Clubs
(Reese).
There was one distinguished vote in
favour of bidding the moth-eaten club
suit.
REESE: "Agree with Three Clubs.
2NT would be a little obscure, I think.
One must try something."
2NT is certainly obscure, to judge
from the remarks of other panelists.
SwlNNERTON-DYER: "Prefer 2NT
(inter alia). Not eatsy, but Three Clubs
seems to me to combine grave risk with
little prospect of ga1in. There is a good
case for a pass, but if we bid we must
indicate the natum of the hand, even
at the risk of gettiing too high. After
2NT-3\?-3NT partner will know all."
Bravo. He has succeeded in filling
his usual quota of space without
actually admitting that he does not
know what 2NT means, and that his
partner will not know either.
Brief but honest:
RoDRIGUE: " Pre:fer 2NT. Whether
this is natural or aslking for the minors."
You would be incommoded if you
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SwtNNERTON-DYER: "No Bid. You
might easily make this; but partner's
hearts can hardly be good enough for a
game, as he did not bid over lNT.
Rationa l investigation is hard ly possible
any more."
PuGH: "No Bid. No doubt Four
Hearts is icy but I am not prepared to
bear the responsibility for minus 500
if it is not."
BUCKLEY: "No Bid. Partner has a
very good suit to suggest an alternative
contract at th is level opposite my
allegedly one-suited hand. Bw he fai led
to overcall the opening 1NT. If that
was because he had hopes of setting
JNT, then he has enough to jump to
Four Hearts now. Even if he has as
much as AQJOxxx with an outside
King, we need a trump break for game."
This last comment seems excessively
pessimistic. With the hand given, there
would be an excellent play for Four
Hearts even with two trump losers.
(There cannot be three, bocause the
heart King is marked on-side.)
CROWHURST: "Four Hearts. Partner
must have a very good suit to climb into
the auction uninvited, and my top cards
arc so powerful that there must be a
play for game here, even allowing for
the fact that we may have to lose two
trump tricks. There would be a strong
case for a pessimistic pass at any other
form of scoring, but we really must bid
our games at I.M.P."

heart support. The objection to 3NT
is that partner will leave it if he has an
outside entry, but one such entry will
not be enough if we have to lose two
heart tricks."
1 shall look forward to seeing this
covered in The Aco/ Sys1em Tomorrow
in view of:
REESE: "'Three No Trumps. Obviously, having obtained a bid from
partner against all expectation. The
fact that partner did not overcall on the
first round suggests that he is not all
hearts, so a master bid of Four Hearts
would be most ill-judged."
Supporting this, with a suggestion of
a hand rather different from Buckley's:
PHILLIPS: "Three No Trumps. Partncr cannot have a long heart suit and
a fa ir point count in view of his failure
to intervene on the first round; equally
he should not be rushing uninvited to the
rescue on a long heart suit with nothing
outside. The inference then is that he is
making a constructive effort on a hand
with a club fit: something like + xx
<;? KQxxx <)xxx + KQx."
Nunes offered another good point in
favour of 3NT. If North's heart suit is
as good as the Four Heart bidders
think, there is nothing to stop North
persevering in hearts over 3NT.

Fox argued similarly. An argument
for preferring this bid to 3NT was
offered by:

RODRIGUE: "Three Spades. As partner invited himself to this party, he will
either have a near solid suit of his own
(surely he's not trying to rescue me!), a
~t in clubs, or a secondary diamond
suit- L don't mind which!"

DORMER: "Four Hearts. A bad early
bid seems to have turned out well, for
we now know that partner's hearts
must be very long. He will not expect
so many quick tricks and these should
more than compensate for the lack of

Since we are in the mood for exclamation marks, 1 will simply point out that
Three Spades seems an admirable bid
to describe a hand with long solid clubs
wllich wants to play 3NT opposite a
spade stop!
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ProblEm No. 4 (1.0 points)
gcst that our minor->uit holdints are
Match - poi nt pairs, North - South likely to be of l,ittle value."
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:Finally, the three optimists.
SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
SWJNNERTON-D YER: "Three Hearts.
I ()
No
I+
No
Four Hearts musr be the most likely
2 ()
No
2~
No
game, as 3NT will need a pict ure in
?
each minor."
South holds:True as far as it goes. But why
~AK4 ()QJ9752 +Q103.
should there be a game? When the
What should South bid?
"wonderful brain" (see July issue) can
Answer: No Bid, 10; T hree Hearts, 5; only prod uce one line of argument,
2NT , 3.
there is a slight inference that the case
The panel's vote·: 10 for No Bid; 2 for is poor.
T hree Hearts (Reese and Swi.nnertonREESE : " T hree Hearts. If partner has
Dyer); 1 for 2NT (Fox).
t he two-suiter wh ich his bidding sugThis was put .in partly to find out gests, arid you do not raise, he will want
whether panelists considered tllis .situa- to know afterwards whether you would
tion forcing. Rellieved to escape from
have done so on AKQx."
his chairs for or.cc:
And a dubious match-point arguNUNES: "No Bid. I am let off the ment:
Fox: "Two No Trumps. I do not
hook here. As a Baron player with
change of suit fo~">cing I wou ld normally like raisirg second suits on le~s than
have to find a rebid; but in answcrin3 four trumps. As between No Eid and
2NT , the lallcr may prove a better
100 UP I can pass."
Most other par.elists were thankful contract and yield a better match-point
score."
to give up.
BUCKLEY: "No Bid. The situation Problem No. 5 (10 poin!s)
is not forcing, :!.nd partner's bidding
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
gives no cause for optimism : one canhas gone:not use Acc-Ki r g cf hearts both to
Souni
WrST
NORTH EAST
establish spnces 210d <:raw trl'mps."
No
2~
CROWHURST: ' ''No Bid. My minor
No
2NT
No
3+
suits could scarcdy te worse, and my
?
singleton wou ld be of greater va lue
Sout h holds :were it not in pnrtner's best suit."
~ K J96 ~ K43
()J82 + AJ3.
SHARPLES: "No Bid. T he hand is
What should South bid?
ur.likely to play we ll in no trumps if .
Answer: 3NT, 10; FOt:r Hearts, 9.
partner holds a singleton diamon~ .
The panel's vote: 7 for 3NT; 6 for
Even if he is 5- 5 in 'the majors the h::a nt
game may wdl prove unmanageable on Four Hearts (Dormer, Nunes, P ugh,
Rodrigue, Sharples and Swinncrtonthe. marked t :-um Jp lead."
Dycr).
Slightly more doubtful :
PHILLil'S: "No Bid. T here could be
Some panelists found it difficult to
a game if partne1r is maxim~:m for his interpret North's second bid.
SMART: " Three No Trumps. Difficult
bids, but at match-points one must
stick to the prolbabilities-which sug- to know what partner wants. He may
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+10

I+

t+

be worried al:out the spade stop, dncc
2NT in this position nel"d not necessarily
promise much. He may be making a
slam try with five hearts and fou r clul:s
- Three Cluts would not be forcing.
Either way 3NT is li kely to be the best
game. We have too much stuff in
spades and the club suit dees r:ot exist."
SwtNNERTON-DYER : "Four Hearts.
Partr:er's bidding must mean something, and it is sigr.ificant that he has
not introdt:ced the diamonds. I am
somewhat fogged, tut clear ly l cannot
go on suppressing my good support for
his suit. He could be 0-6-2- 51 for
example, ar.d not want to go past
3NT."

attack on our impregnable s,Jades. In
practice they are mere likely to pay
heed to the bidding and lead diamonds
(the more so since they are likely to
have at least seven between them) and
in that case even the Ace of diamonds
in partner's hand may ·not be enoughto say nothing of the possitility of the
suit being wide open.
" T"'o Hearts did not guarantee a 5card suit, but North would be extremely
short-sighted to confront us with the
preser.t problem if he had only four
h-:-arts. We arc bourd to think that
gcod de layed sup1=ort fe r hearts is the
feature we can most usefully show next."

Not far out. This r.appcr.ed in the Problem No. 6 (:<:0 pcints)
B.B.L. Trials, a r.d Nonh was 1 -4-3- ~.
Rubber bridge, North-South vulr.erYou might think frcm the answer of a Lie, the bidcing hts gone:the folio~ ing par.clist that hi" l:ac! re,cr
S~ u: H
WEsT
NCR1H
EAST
~eer. the. tacd be fore
! NT
2+
No
RCDRIGUE : ''Fct:r I ca rts. On the
( 12-1 <)
a~su m pticn that my I ::;o UP rartr er l i js
No
'10
2+
No
'I
<1S well as 1 do ( Ycuu.1derrcte bin•. A.J:.)
I essume thH I·e is tryirg to com ey a
~outh hc l.:s:-m~~~~gl". This 1 tale to be that he also
+10843 . ~AQ5 O Q3 ~980.
llas scn~e:h ing in spac'es, and is tryirg
(a) Do yo u a£rec '' ith Soud1's firstto warn me abo ut a possible gap in the . round pass?
jev.c lkry cour: ter. After all, opponer-ts
(b) Wh<:t should South do now?
(o try to overcall O::e Cl ub with One
An.nrer to (a): Agree with No Bid,
~pa ·~c rather than One DilOmor.d if they
10 ; Prefer Th1ce Cl ubs, 7.
h:<\C tl:e chcice.''
The pm:el's vote: 9 for No Bid ; 4 for
A panelist who may have l!cnrd Three Clubs (Dormer, Phillips, ~mart
I\crth 's tiased views:
and Swinncrto1~- Dyer).
RtrSE : "Three No Trumps. V'.'oe,
The general feeling was simply that
W C(', Clauc'il!~ ! Of course you rnl!St
there arc no (<me prospects and theretell yol r par;r:er that sorry, spades are fore no poirt in t id< it:g.
:d l you have. If partner were burstirg
BuCK LtY: ··No uid. Any game looks
to hear abel t h· art suppo rt he would r\mote, ar,d it is most unfair of the
rot d :orsc a l id that excluded Three opener to bid again. Still, he may live
r carts."
to regret i1."
And a final editorial comn:eot:
The minority:
D ORMER: "Four Hearts. 3NT wou ld
DORMER: " Prefer Three Clubs. Game
be all ri~ht if the enemy could be relied
does not see m vc.ry likely, but if partner
on to spend themselves in hopeless can risk his blood and treasure at this
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vulnerability, we can surely afford one
forward move."
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Prefer Three
Clubs. For its pwemptive effect. East
may 'then have a problem."
Answer to (b): Three Spades, 10;
Three Clubs or No Bid, 6; Four Spades,
4.
The panel's vote:· 8 for Three Spades;
2 for Three Clubs (Reese and Smart);
2 for No Bid (Bes:se and Pugh); J for
Four Spades (Crowhurst).
Starting at the b•ottom:
BESSE: "No Bid. We are told that
our opponents are also first-class
players, i.e. who <ilon't reopen just for
the pleasure of seeing us make Four
Spades, and that our partners are sometimes balancing."
Equivalent to a pass:
REESE: "Three Clubs. It may be
safer to play in the 5-4 or 6-4 fit rather
than 4-4. Certainly not Three Spades,
a try for game; partner has take,n a
cheap opportunity to bid again and
already places you with some strength
'(compare Problem 1). Not wrong to
pass Two Spades."
Supported cogently by:
SMART: "Three Clubs. Where are
the hearts? Partner has few red cards
and they are like:ly to be diamonds
rather than hearts,, since East, who is
marked with fair values, has not raised
the diamonds. It looks as if East has
something like five poor hearts, plus
any odd cards in the black suits not
owned by partner; while West has a
'Money Bridge' no trump- OAKJxxx
and the King of hearts. Clearly every
card is lying wrong for us, and safety
should be the aim." .
The central bloc::
RODRIGUE: "Three Spades. Partner
may know I've got something, on the
bidding, but he d()es not have to bid
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my band for me. He obviously has a
shapely hand which is unsuitable for a
double, and it is an asset to have four
cards in both his suits."
BucKLEY: "Three Spades. North
may have quite a strong 5- 5 hand with
no better action available than a simple
overcall. But he probably has two red
losers, and the Jack of honours in the
black suits and of entries to table are
not a good sign."
An ambitious lad:
CROWHURST: "Four Spades. West
is going to wish that he had let this
auction die quietly in Two Clubs, for
my partner and I now seem to have
landed on our feet. To bid only Three
Spades might put rather a strain on
partner, who surely cannot be worse
than: + AQJx cy>x Oxx +AJlOxxx."
But if Smart's argument is sound, the
club finesse and the spade finesse will
both lose. Unlucky.
Problem No. 7 (JO points)
!.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH WEST
NORTH

10
2'V>
No
40
?
South holds:+ A104 'V>AK532 0 - + Al0965.
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Spades, 10; 4NT or
Six Diamonds, 7; Six Clubs, 6.
The panel's vote: 8 for Four Spades;
2 for 4NT (Buckley and Reese); 2 for
Six Diamonds (Smart and SwinnertonDyer); 1 for Six Clubs (Crowhurst).
The majority went for the obvious
slam try of Four Spades. A factor to
consider is whether clubs may be a
better denomination than diamonds.
PHJLLIPS: "Four Spades. The hope
is that partner can now show a club
suit, in which case the grand slam may

well be on. If partner has only three
clubs (or hearts) the hand will probably
play better in his suit-though at what
level is likely to remain something of a
guess."
DORMER: "Four Spades. No use
repining about the clubs at this late
stage. Thank heaven we are playing
with a partner who is imaginative
enough to jump to Six Diamonds on
adequate trumps, realisi ng that since
we lack trump support we must have
good controls to justify our bidding.
If he goes to Five Hearts, we can try
Six Clubs."
BESS£: "Four Spades. Perhaps he
will bid clubs. Otherwise we shall play
in Six or Seven Diamonds."
There was a hand in the B.B.L. Trials
in which the opener had made a two-bid
and rebid his suit, but the right slam was
in responder's second five-card suit. In
view of this I have some sympathy with
this original contribution:
CROWHURST: "Six Clubs. Since there
is no obligation for partner to bid again
over Two Spades, his jump rebid must
show an extremely powerful hand just
short of the requ irements for an Acol
two-bid. Further, the fact that he did
not make a preemptive opening suggests
that a number of his goodies lie outside
the diamond suit, and the opponents'
bidding and partner's failure to raise
my hearts indicate that they will probably be in clubs. In view of these
inferences, Six Clubs stands out as the
most sensible attempt to reach the
correct slam contract, in that it announces a strong hand, two five-card
suits, no fear of the spade suit and no
enthusiasm for diamonds all in one
noise- which is considerably more than
the supporters of nothing-bids like
Four Spades could ever claim. (And
all in one sentence. A.T.) It also offers

the best chance of reaching the grand,
for partner should be favourably
impressed by some such hand as + xx
\7Qx OAKQxxx + KQx."
· One Hundred Up should probably
have a rule about the meaning of 4NT
bids. In this case Reese was happy to
bid it regardless: "Whether Ely or the
old Black, one must go through the
routine to show that three Aces are
held." His only supporter was content
to leave in obscurity what he meant by
the bid. Anot her angle:SMART: "Six Diamonds. Assuming
that partner is not a raving lunatic (an
assumption not lightly made since May
Problem No. 1), 1 take him to have too
much outside his diamonds to allow
him to open Four D iamonds, and not
enough for an Aco l Two. To bid 5NT
(Culbertson) would be greedy: there is
likely to be a trump loser."
I thought I had lived down May
Problem 1. If you put in any more
nasty little brackets, I shall have to give
you a sharp rap with my conductor's
baton.
Problem No. 8 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
lNT
No
4NT
No
No
South holds:+ AQ1098743 \74 0 - + 10964.
What should he lead?
Answer: Four of hearts, JO; four of
clubs, 5; ten of spades, 4; Queen of
spades, 3.
The panel's vote: 6 for four of hearts;
3 for four of clubs (Buckley, Nunes and
Sharples); 2 for ten of spades (Phillips
and Swinnerton-Dyer); 1 for Queen of
spades (Pugh); I for any diamond
(Besse).
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1 did not expect the panelists to
cover all four suits with their leads, but
1 thought that some up-to-date panelist
might have spotted the origin of the
hand. With one possible exception,
nobody noticed that this was a deal
from the North America v. Italy match
this year, published in the American
Contract Bridge Le:ague's book of the
event:
NORTH
• 6 52

nothing away. On this bidding the club
lead is slightly more likely to give a
trick. As Dormer pointed out, North
could have Qx over KJx in dummy.
Several panelists made the point that
if a spade is to be led, the 10 is better
than the Queen. lf the Queen is led,
declarer can duck holding KJx, and
South's spades are shut out for ever.
SWINNERTON-DYER: ''Ten of spadeS.
l prefer to gamble on partner having
two spades and one entry, rather than
one spade and two entries.''
This takes it for granted that declarer
will have more than a doubleton spade.
Also analytical was:
CROWHURST: "Four of hearts. The
relevant distributions when you are
considering an opening spade lead are
(a) when partner has two spades and
declarer three, and (b) where partner
has one and declarer two. I n the first
it is vital to lead a spade, and in the
second vital not to; in all other cases it
is immaterial, except that to lead a
spade is bound to give declarer a trick
he could not otherwise make. Since
my arithmetic book makes (b) almost
twice as likely as (a) I am prepared to
sit back and wait for the spade lead to
come through. Having decided ihis, it
is clear that the lead most likely to help
partner is a heart, for he is marked with
length."
·
The right answer for a slightly dubious
reason. The second case is surely made
improbable by the bidding. West
sounds uncommonly like a man with a
singleton or void spade.
People who Jive in Roman glass
houses:
BESSE: "Any diamond. (This is not
a good problem)''.
Should not throw critical stones:
TRUSCOTT: "No marks, l'm afraid.
(T his is not a good answer.)."

<ylAJ862

0 7 53

·-

•

52

WEST

EAST

~

K 10 53
0 Q9 8 6

<ylQ97

+ AKJ87

• Q 3

+

K J

0 A K J 10 4 2

SOUTH

+A

Q 10 9 8 7 4 3

<yl4

0
•

10 9 6 4

Implying that he knew what it was
all about:
RODRIGUE: "Foutr of hearts. The
best way to make the first nine tricks!"
Avarelli led his singleton heart, and
the contract was :>ix down. In the
other room the American pair played
in Six Spades doub!E:d, going two down.
For problem purp•oses I altered the
vulnerability from love all to game all,
so the actual swing was 600, or 12 new
I. M.P. to Italy.
It is admittedly improbable that
South will strike an Ace in the North
hand, but if he has one it wilJ tend to be
in his long hearts suit rather than his
short club suit.
Most of the panel were concerned to
find a neutral lead which would give
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated
Clubs
afternoons. TUITION.
MAYFAIR BRIDG E STUDto- 110 Mount Street,
W.l. (2nd Hoor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
H. Ponting. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun.,
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d. Fri.
evening 1/-. Duplicate pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday evenings 7 .30, 2nd Sun. afternoon, teams
2nd and 4th Sat. evenings.
STUDIO BRIDGE CLUD-18a Queens Way,
Bays water, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2/-, 1/- and 6d . Partnership Mon . and Fri. evenings.
MIDDL£SEX
HIGHGATE BRIDGE CLUD-80 Highgate West
HiU, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday
and Saturday evenings.
NOTTINGHAM
NOTTINGHAM BRIDGE CLUB-401 Mansfield
Road, Nottingham 65995. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half way bouse for Sunday matches.
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 7 p.m.

BERKSHIRE
RE,\DtNG BRIDGE 0 UB. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Rea<.lwg 52136. Hon. Sec.
C. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership.
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and Jrd
T uesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday
evening.

HAN'IS
BOIJR6NMOUTH, GROVE ROAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Clitr Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bourne·
mouth 2431 L lion. See., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SUTHERLAND BRIDGE CLUB2 Rockstone Place. Tel.: 252~1 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Partnership:
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri.
at'l. , Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sepl. to May).
W>.SSEX CLUB- Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemoutll.
Westbourne 640341.
Hoo. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. art. and Wed. evening
2d. Partnership Tues. aft. and Friday afl.
Duplicate lsi, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each

SURREY

HEATH BRIDGE CLUo.-The Heath, Weybridge. Weybridge 3620. Hon. sec. C. G. Ainger·
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and If-. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve.,
Fri. aft. Duplicate Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
SUSSEX
BOONOR CLUa- 2 Sudley Road, Bognor
Regis. Bognor Regis 200. Hon. Sec. , G. A.
Harries. Bridge every afternoon except Sun.
Partnership Wed. Duplicate 1st Tues. in the
month. Bridge Fri. eve.
HoRSHAM BRIDGE CLUB-22A East Street,
Horsham, Sussex. Horsham 4921 or 2078.
Hon. See., Mrs. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric.
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Partnership, Sun., Thurs.
eve., Wed., Fri. aft. Duplicate Tues. eve.
Cut-in Mon., Thurs., Sat. aft.
WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BRI.DGE CLUB11/ 12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Sec. Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sat.
tv~f~i&'W~~~ Sunday.
HEATHERCROFT BRIDGE CLuo-2 Pebble Mill
Road, Birmingham 5. SELly Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Mon. aft., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.

month.

HERTS
HoDDESDON BtuDGE CLuo-Higb Street,
Hoddesdon. Hoddesdon 3813. Hon. See.
W. Lamporl. Stakes 3d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANKLIN, CRAtGMORE BRIDGECLUB-Howard
Road, Shanklin, I.W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. Duplic-a te Mon.
(Oct. to May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri.
KENT
WEST KENT CLUB-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21513. Hon.
Sec., R. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership, Mon. and Wed. 6d. , Wed. and Fri. Jd.
Duplicate, 1st and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
StDCUP-Sidcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. See., Mrs.
W. Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidcup. Telephone:
FOO t86S. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.,
f~~·c~ri. Duplicate Mon ., Wed.
LIVERPOOL-Liverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. Sec .• Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
Tue., Fri. afternoon. Duplicate Mon. evening.
LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUD-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/· and 2/-.
Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty pairs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday

YORKS

LEEDS BRIDGE CLUB LTD.- Moortown Corner
House, leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. See.,
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate, Tues. and Thurs.
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every night.

Would ·you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
l.o:1. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in t,·js Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.
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C LA SS I F IED A D VERT ISE MENTS
5/ - per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
!lARROW
HARROW BRtOO£ OLUB-16 Norlbwick Park
Road, Harrow, Mid<1x. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. P'artnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday cvemng.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUo- 21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/6,
5/· and 10/-. Partnership evcninjts Mondays and
Thursdays. Visitors welcome. Duplicate Pairs
(Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. '.Rummy' all
night games.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQ UISlTIES

WALLETS-better than boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETIE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W. B. Tatlow, 2 Roseberry Court, LLANDUDNO

Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips,
Result ChartS. Hand Record (Curtain) Cards,
''Silent Bidders" etc. MOVEMENT CARDS
for Individual$, Pairs :10d Teams-of-four etc.

TUITION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W. l , or 'phone ORO 2844.

your an me. Tuition, practice classes and lectures

all under personal supervision: also postal course,
The London School of' Bridge, 38 King's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENHington 7201.

Diary of Events
1962
6-18
22-23
22- 23
Oct. 12- 15
19-21
19-21
26-28
Nov.
2-4
17- 18
17- 18
24-25
Dec.
1- 2

Sept.

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP
Beirut
FlRST CAM ROSE TRIAL ...
Nat. Lib. Club
N.E .. B.A. CONGRESS
Zetland H otel, Saltburn
E. B. U. AUTUMN CONGRESS
Grand, Eastbournc
WEST OF ENGLAND CONGRESS ...
Grand Atlantic, Weston
DERIBYSHIR il CONGRESS ...
New Bath, Matlock
ST. D uNSTAN's CoNGREss
Craiglands, ll klcy
N.W.C.B.A. CONGRESS ...
Norbreck, Blackpool
CAMROSE- ENGLAND V. N. IRELAND ... N. Ireland
SECOND CAMROSE TRIAL
Midland H otel, Manchester
MASTER'S INDIVIDUAL ...
London
Tou.EMACHE Cut•- SouTHERN
London
NORTHERN
Craiglands, llkley
SoUTH-WEST
Bristol
MIDLANDS
Grand, Leicester
Regional
8 YOUNG PLAYERS PAIRS
15- 16 RICHARD LEDERER CUP
London

1963
4-6
18- 20
Feb. 15- 17
22-25

Jan.

Mm:LAND COUNTIES CONGRESS
WHITELAW CUP
CROYDON CONGRESS
SPRIING FOURSOMES
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Droitwich
Grand, Eastbourne
Croydon
Grand, Eastbourne

For the Brid9e Player ...

BRIDGE SET (835 1) fitted with two packs of single colour backed
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/ Lose cards and pocket
edition "Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d.
BRIDGE P UBLlCAT IONS
.. Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)"
'' Laws of Duplicate Bridge (1949)"

Retail price 3/ 6d.
Retail price 2/ 6d.

BRIDGE SCORING BLOCK (BR.4225) with the International
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue,
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price 1/6d. each.
STATIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DE LA R UE & CO. LTD. ,92 MIDDLESEX STREET, LONDON. E. I

All who desire to further the development
of Con ct Bridge as a game should be
members of, and support

THE ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION
the governing body for England

•
Sa e 10 - on your subscription
If you bee e a memberof T H E ENGLIS H BRIDGE
UNION y ur annual subscription to the British Bridge
World is r uced to 25/-.
Membership of the E.B.U. costs from 5/- to 7/6d.
annually, according to where you live.
For full de tails of membership of the E.B.U. write
to the seer ·tary:

Mrs. A. L. FLEMING,
12, Fra Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
(Phone Tunbridge Wells 30612)

•

